
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (4) of the FSR FMG ’21- ‘22 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 28th of September 2021 

Location: A2.06 

Present FSR ’21-’22: 

 

Pedro Gonzalez, Joselyn Moran, Alicia Vignali, Natalie Safarova, 

Eirini Symeonidou, Nathan Larigauderie, Esra Joo Weijenberg, 

Zaina Pakabomba, Leila Hammoud, Matthijs van der Scheun, Titus 

van der Valk 

Absent FSR ’21-22: Anastasiia Anikina 

Minutes: Lieve Bastiaan 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action list  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Vote of no confidence  

9. Topic 2: BSA 

10. Topic 3: Creation of the Office Task force 

11. Topic 4: Slack use 

12. Topic 5: OWI updates 

14. Topic 6: Promotion schedule 

15. Any other business 

16. Points for the CSR 

17. Points for the media 

18. Questions and closing  
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1. Opening  

Natalie opens the meeting at 16:00 

 

2. Announcements  

Alicia mandates Natalie for the second part of the PV.  

Matthijs informs the council that a Tupperware with fruits and vegetables is still in the common 

room, its Esra’s she will pick it up. 

 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 3 

The minutes of the PV of September 28th are set without changes.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

 

5. Mail 

Lieve received and email from Sterre about the OV location,  council is okay with a hybrid OV 

meeting. This might make it more comfortable for everyone and is also smart in case of illness.  

 The CSS and GSSS are organizing the annual Introduction meeting for Programme 

Committee members at the College of Social Sciences (CSS) and the Graduate School of Social 

Sciences (GSSS). This introduction will take place on Monday October 4th, 17.00-18.00 hrs. 

The organizer would like a student from the council to join and share some information about 

the council.  

 

6. Updates  

CoBo 

The location is Amstel haven, they can get it for half of the budget. The date is the 13th of 

October.  

 

Update delegate to the CSR 

• Language policy in the medezegenschap's (English, Dutch, and how to accommodate 

both) 

o Disagreements on both sides and what it entails in the law (is the UvA really an 

international school if it funded by the Dutch gov?) 

• Mandatory education --> allowing students to attend tutorials/lectures both in-person 

and online 

o There are disagreements within the CSR regarding this and extensive discussion 

has been needed (we will keep discussing this and vote on it in the next PV) 

• There are still amendments being made to the CSR's working agreement. We have 

decided to conditionally agree to it and change some parts of it in the next meeting. 
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• The CSR will vote next PV on giving unsolicited advice strongly encouraging the CVB 

to create the position of Chief Sustainability Officer 

• There has been a decision on the CSR's official stance on proctoring which is --> 

"Proctoring software is an invasion of students’ privacy, and therefore should not be 

used when conducting exams - unless there really is no alternative” 

• The CSR will try to add the following sentence to the model-OER --> ‘’Online 

surveillance software (proctoring) that contravenes the student's privacy interests cannot 

be used for online tests." 

• Trust Persons as a function and position in the CSR's working agreement has been 

officially added 

• The CSR will attend another housing protest at the VU under the CSR name 

• New Dean for the Faculty of Medicine (Hans van Goudoever) 

Matthijs talked with Joselyn about the lawsuit the CSR lost last year as the UvA argued that 

there was 

 

ODC social sciences 

Pedro had a meeting with them they want the council to raise awareness about the health 

services the UvA now provides on the campus, for example GP’s. Pedro asked them what the 

university was doing about self-testing. 

 

Budget 

Esra copied the budget from the 19-20 council year, it will be adjusted when she knows the 

budget for this year.  

 

210928-1: Esra contacts Robin to have him finish his last tasks.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The topics of Slack use, PR promotion scheduele and OWI are added to the agenda.  

 

8. Topic 1: Vote of no confidence 

The fulfilment of council responsibilities by the O&F Chair is discussed the council will vote 

on it.  

Joselyn along with other council members felt the OF committee was not functioning as well 

as it could, and they would like to see a new chair. This is not personal but about the council 

functioning at its best.  

 Nathan apologizes to the council as he recognizes that he has not had the most 

exemplary behaviour in how he handled the O&F committee. He argues that this all stems from 

a big understanding.  
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 He did not chair the first meeting. On the second meeting he did have an agenda and 

because too many people are ill. On the third meeting he informed the committee late that he 

would not come as he had food poisoning. He likes to work with the OF committee.  

 Matthijs asks how he will better himself. Thanks to the feedback he knows that he was 

a bit lost about the calendar. He says he will not be late in the morning anymore. He argues he 

has improved in organization as everyone improves during the year.  

 Joselyn’s main point is that they have gone over this before and that the issues have 

been the same throughout, she feels that Nathan keeps making promises of improvement but 

does not meet them. She understands that he has personal struggles, it might be better to then 

lighten his workload.  

 Nathan did not make it to the agenda meeting yesterday, he did not text anyone in 

advance. This is Eirini’s issue with her experience with Nathan, he says he has improved but 

he still does not inform people that he will be absent.  

 Nathan still is not in the agenda; Joselyn will help him out afterwards. 

 Joselyn wants to make a correction about the meetings for the second O&F meeting, 

Nathan texted the committee that he has a fever. For the third O&F meeting Nathan did not 

show up and only texted the committee an hour after it started.  

The council agrees that the Nathan is not improving. 

 

The FSR FMG 21’-22’ votes in favour of removing Nathan as O&F chair. 

 The FSR FMG votes 9 in favor, 1 votes blanco.  

The FSR FMG 21’-22’votes on a new O&F committee chair 

 With 7 votes Joselyn is the new O&F chair. 

 

 

9. Topic 2: BSA 

Information about the development of the BSA file and voting on ideas proposed by the file 

member. The vote is about if the council agrees what is in the meeting piece send with the 

email.  

 Matthijs wants to know how a student is classified as a good student with bad results. 

Titus responds that he wants them to be able to do it. Esra wonders how long a student will be 

able to have this good student status. Titus does not yet have a clear idea. Joselyn thinks that 

there should be an evaluation of a student after they finished all their first-year courses. If it 

took them more than a year, there should be a second evaluation.  

 Joselyn thinks it should not only be the study advisor that is involved in the process. 

Titus responds that this is a good point.  

 Eirini is worried that this policy might cause the university to have a larger number of 

students. Titus responds that these students who do not meet the BSA continue their studies in 

a different programme and thus there will not be more students. In the OWI meeting the 

directors seemed pretty positive about the BSA as from their research it is useful to them.  
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The amendments are  

 The FSR FMG ’21-’22 votes to greenlight the BSA. 

 The FSR FMG votes in favor. 

 

10. Topic 3: Creation of the Office Task force 

Details of the responsibilities and creation of the office taskforce were sent as a meeting piece.  

 The FSR FMG ’21-’22 votes on the creation of an office task force.  

 The FSR FMG votes in favour of the creation of an office task force, unanimously.  

 

11. Topic 4: Slack use 

Natalie likes the communication of Slack, she does feel it is messy as some messages are still 

being send on Slack. 

 Eirini prefers having everything on WhatsApp, Nathan agrees.  

 Titus has observed that people respond better on Slack, thus he prefers to keep it. 

 Pedro brings up that general council communication can be done over WhatsApp, but 

sharing of documents and more intricate discussions can take place on Slack.  

 Esra wants to give the Slack trial period two more weeks. Eirini does not want to 

evaluate this anymore. Pedro also feels that if it does not work well now.  

 The FSR FMG ’21-’22 votes on keeping Slack as a document sharing place. 

 The FSR FMG ’21-’22 votes on keeping Slack as a document sharing place.  

 If there is anything that requires interaction that is specific or voting it will be on Slack.  

 

12. Topic 5: OWI updates 

Matthijs updates about the EC’s, they agree that it is unfair that the political science students 

are the only ones receiving credits for their council work, now they will have a discussion with 

political science about why they give their students EC’s. They felt it might fit in some 

programmes but not in other and are thus more interested in removing the credits from the 

political science programme. The FSR might not fit in the learning goals of each course.  

 Titus did a temperature check about the BSA, the directors seem to like the BSA. He 

has good hope that they are open to making it more flexible but he knows it is going to be hard. 

 

13. Topic 6: Promotion schedule 

The schedule will not take every programme into account. The PR committee will have a 

presentation  

210928-2: The PR committee creates a post about the new student health services on campus 

210928-3: Pedro forwards the information about student health services to PR 

210928-4: PR posts the create a course challenge post 

210928-5: PR shares the promotion schedule for PR 

 

14. Any other business 
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No other business. 

 

15. Points for the CSR 

Laila wants to know if the council can do something about the unsafe crossings for students, 

Joselyn will bring this issue up to the CSR.  

 

16. Points for the Media 

No points.  

 

17. Questions and Closing  

Natalie closes the meeting at 17:39 

 

Action list 

210928-1: Esra contacts Robin to have him finish his last tasks. 

210928-2: The PR committee creates a post about the new student health services on campus 

210928-3: Pedro forwards the information about student health services to PR 

210928-4: PR posts the create a course challenge post 

210928-5: PR shares the promotion schedule for PR 

210921-3: The entire council looks over the budget and leaves comments 

210921-4: Esra creates a draft budget 

210921-7: Natalie will contact the VSPA chair 

210921-8: Mental health file holders come up with OV ideas. 

210914-8: The entire council fills in the PC information document before the next PV.  

210914-9: The Nathan and Anastasiia make sure they are in contact with their PC, if they are 

not, they should contact the 20-21 council member that had the PC before them. 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no 

later than 24 hours before the PV.    

160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 

Confidential.    

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed.    

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB.    

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s.   

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the 

domain, it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC.    

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it.    

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails.    

171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain 

committee) in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail.    
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171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV.    

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated.    

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts.    

190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).    

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to an OC meeting when 

needed. 

200901-1 Every expense above 50 euros should be brought up during the PV 

200915-1 The situation regarding the corona virus in relation to CoBo’s is revaluated. 

200901-2: The council discusses the availability of rooms again after the UvA announces 

their plans regarding on-campus activities.  

201212-1 The council discusses the promotion platform again when the timeline is clear. 

 


